Youth Committee against War

IF YOU WANT TO KEEP AMERICA OUT OF WAR STRIKE FOR:

- An end to the super-navy proposed by the administration
- An end to wartime mobilization preparations and conscript bills
- An end to the use of naval vessels to protect oil tankers in China
- The immediate removal of American military forces from the Far East
- No entangling alliances for war under any name or pretext, with any nation or bloc of nations
- An end to unemployment through jobs at home and not through death on foreign battlefields
- A sound prosperity through a program of construction, conservation, and expanded education— not a false prosperity built on a war boom
- Abolition of economic injustice and colonial repression, and removal of causes of dictatorial militarism.
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IF YOU SUPPORT "COLLECTIVE SECURITY"
AND IF "COLLECTIVE SECURITY" DOES NOT MEAN WAR*
AND IF ECONOMIC SANCTIONS DO NOT REQUIRE MILITARY SANCTIONS*
THEN—

Why do you favor the retention of American armed forces in China?

Why do you fear that a referendum on declarations of war would hamper the State Department in a policy of "collective security"?

Why do you no longer pledge your refusal to support the wars of your government?

Why did Congressman Byron Scott, whom you invited as a speaker for "collective security" at your "peace" meeting, vote for the super-navy bill?
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